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once that we provided below, it will start downloading immediately. elite squad subtitles download is very easy now, have a good time. it's 1993 sao paulo. the police are chasing

down a drug kingpin. he is the leader of the most powerful cocaine cartel in the region. this cartel has been in business for twenty years and hasn't been caught yet. there is a
traitor amongst their ranks. the police are on a mission to find him, but they don't have the resources. bope is the elite unit of the police. they have the best technology and they

will do anything to catch the cartel. this is the second film in the trilogy. the first film was called "tropa de elite" and it was released in 1997. this film is referred to as "tropa de elite
ii" or "tropa de elite 2". it was released in 1998. the third and final film in the trilogy was called "tropa de elite iii" or "tropa de elite iii". it was released in 2000. the movie is very

violent. it has lots of blood and bodies. the most violent scene is when neto and matias walk into a room to confront a drug lord. they are told to leave, and the drug lord, played by
marcelo miranda, opens fire on them. the scene ends with neto, matias and the drug lord dead. there is also a lot of sex, but it is discreet. this is a sexier version of "tropa de elite".
the sex scenes are graphic and very violent. the bodies of the prostitutes have been mutilated. there is no nudity and there is no blood on the bodies. there is no sex with the girls.

there is no violence towards the girls.
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